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Audit ready
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Introduction
Regulatory guidelines dictate the need to know thermal conditions within storage areas used to
hold temperature sensitive products.
Monitoring temperatures is especially critical when stored products

Where licenses are held, evidence must be provided at time of audit

are medical and pharmaceutical, excursions can have a detrimental

showing that historic temperatures have been within acceptable limits

impact on product quality, shelf life and even lead to products having

or an explanation offered when issues occurred. WP has worked with

to be disposed of.

organisations regulated by BAPW and MHRA ensuring they are audit
ready for over 20 years.

Warehouse and Storage
area Mapping
Seasonal observations of internal vs
external temperatures at the coldest
and warmest times of the year in order
to establishhot/cold, arid/humid spots
within the storage volume.

Solutions to suit your needs
The building blocks of our warehouse monitoring system and services
call on decades of experience, delivering compliant, proven and reliable
solutions adhering to regulatory guidelines and operating within a
challenging environment. We understand that clients have specific
requirements which our adaptable solution can accommodate.
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Calibrated precision and accuracy
Battery powered
Limitless Expansion
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Why is our solution
the perfect fit?
Warehouses pose a specific set of challenges that are easily overcome using our wireless
monitoring solution.

4 year battery life – Retro fit deployment

1

A battery powered non-invasive installation guarantees continued
operation even in the event of a power cut.

Robust design and long transmission distances

2

We work with dataloggers built with robust steel housing that are
Ideally suited to withstand the rigors of busy day-to-day warehouse operations.

Turnkey validated deployment

3

The starting point in the GxP process is the generation of a User
Requirement Specification, utilise our on-line template to generate
one and we will work with you to create a comprehensive validation
package that will be completed on-site by our trained engineers.

Centralise your environment data

4

Systems capable of collecting critical environmental data within appliances
used to store time temperature sensitive products housed within a single
room and expandable into multiple rooms, buildings and geographical
locations using existing I.T infrastructure or operating independently.
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Multi-parameter
systems
Our laboratory monitoring solution delivers wireless application specific sensors designed to
tackle these requirements.

Temperature

Relative humidity

Carbon dioxide

-200 ~ +1400°C

0 ~100%

0~200’000ppm

LN2 | Fridges | Freezers | Incubators |

Ambient | Incubator

Stability monitoring | Building services

Pressure

Light

Voltage and current

Atmospheric and differential

0~130 klx

Connect to 3rd party sensors delivering

0~30 mW/cm2

voltage or current outputs

Ovens
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More Benefits
Mobile data access
Up to the minute data accessible when and
where ever you are in the world using hosted
cloud services, supported with full featured PC
analytical software.

Compliant to 21 CFR Part II
Comply with FDA and MHRA regulations relating to
data security and traceability using our validated 21
CFR Part 11 software suites including core audit trail,
data integrity check and digital signatures.

Validate wireless temperature
Comprehensive graphical analysis software can be
used to pin point issues, combine and compare data
collected by multiple sensors against time on a local
PC or any mobile device connected to the internet.
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Why choose us?
We have tailored our hardware and services to deliver customers a comprehensive solution to
all wireless temperature monitoring, qualification and validation demands imposed on them by
governing bodies and their auditors.
Over 30 years of experience

Temperature mapping

ISO9001 accredited, delivering quality

Risk assessed, cost effective solutions

hardware and services since 1979.

that adhere to regulatory guidelines,
delivering the appropriate balance between price and the service you need.

GxP Validation

Training

Validation documentation generated in

On-site and off-site training courses

response to User Requirement Specification

ensure staff are knowledgeable in

and populated on-site inconjuction with

the capabilities

your quality department

ISO certification

Integration

On-site and off-site calibration services

Interface your storage and supply

ensure your hardware is operating within

chain data with existing building

acceptable limits and supported with

management software.

documentation to appease inspectors.

Contact details
We welcome all inquiries, so please call

Address

Telephone

or email details through and we will get

Wessex Power

+44 (0)1929 459 459

Wahn Fried

Fax

back to you with a solution.

Winterbourne Zelston
Dorset, DT11 9EX
United Kingdom
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sales@wessexpower.co.uk
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